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Introduction

For some time it has been predicted that e- or m-commerce would become an import
business segment with a lot of new services. However, we still have not seen a great deal of
cutting-edge applications. Among the reasons for this is the lack of confidence both from
the customers as well as from the services providers. The problem is that personal data
of the customer, electronic goods or signatures and other business goods are exchanged
electronically. It is obvious that this poses a threat to the customers privacy as well as the
possibility of fraud for the providers.
The aim of this paper is to sketch a method [HRS02] to develop e- or m-commerce applications that satisfy highest security demands. This is done using formal specification and
verification techniques to guarantee the reliability of the communication and the correctness of the implementations. The method is implemented in the KIV system [Ba00] and
developed in the Go!Card project1 .

2 An example
As a simple example for a smartcard application we describe an open copy card application
for a library or university. We need three components:
– a smartcard that holds ‘value points’;
– a ‘filling station’, i.e. a machine that accepts money and loads value points onto the
card;
– a ‘pay station’, i.e. a card reader connected to a copier that subtracts value points
before printing a copy.
1 The Go!Card project is sponsored by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) in the priority programme ”Sicherheit in der Informations- und Kommunikationstechnik”

Figure 1: Example scenario

Usage of the card is simple and illustrated in Fig. 1: the card holder inserts the card into
the filling station, sees the number of value points left on the card, selects the number of
points to load, and inserts the necessary money into the machine. Then the new points are
loaded (added) onto the cardlet. To copy with the card, it is simply inserted into the card
reader of the copier. The reader displays the remaining number of points, and the copier
asks the cardlet to pay (subtract) one or more points before printing a copy.
The most important security requirement of the application provider is
The sum of all points issued at all filling stations should be larger or equal to
the sum of all collected points at all pay stations.
This is not trivial because an attacker, for example the card holder, could try to cheat by
eavesdropping, by manipulating the communication or by using forged cards.
The challenge is to design communication protocols such that the above security requirement is guaranteed in spite of the attacker.
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The solution in a nutshell

Our focus is on the smartcard in the complete scenario, i.e. the programs on the card
and the communication with the terminals. We propose to take the following steps using

particular techniques for developing secure smartcard applications:
1. Modelling and formalization
(a) Model the relevant parts of the scenario with UML class diagrams augmented
by algebraic specifications. This includes the cardlet, the terminals, and their
data.
(b) Formulate the security properties as class invariants and/or constraints.
(c) Define the capabilities of an attacker as an algebraic specification.
(d) Design the communication protocols with UML activity diagrams.
2. Proving security
(e) The UML model is transformed into an algebraic specification (together with
the attacker capabilities); the security properties become proof obligations.
(f) Prove the security properties.
3. Refinement and verification
(g) Refine the abstract data types used in the formal model of the scenario to
JavaCard data types (byte arrays etc.).
(h) Implement the card program in JavaCard.
(i) Proof obligations are generated from the protocol axioms and the refinement
for the correct behaviour of the program.
(j) Prove the correctness of the refinement and the implementation [St01].
4. Allowing multiple applications
A mandatory security policy for smartcards allows to employ open multiapplicative cards. The application provider must be sure that nobody – not even the card
holder – can manipulate or read the card program because it typically contains secret
keys [Sc00].
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Modelling and verification of m-commerce protocols

The protocols of a smartcard scenario are modelled with UML activity diagrams. Figure
2 shows the pay protocol of the copycard example. The objects and their internal state
are specified in a UML class diagram. Every actor of a protocol has a swimlane in the
activity diagram. Following an activity diagram from the start to the end node presents
the intended flow of the protocol, the faultless completion of the protocol. Error handling
is treated by the send and receipt nodes. The communication steps can be identified by
looking at the border of the swimlanes. Each object flow link crossing a border represents
a data exchange. All the models and the security property are transferred into an algebraic
verification logic and proved with the KIV system.

Figure 2: Activity diagram of the pay protocol
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Conclusion

We sketched a methodology and a framework based on formal methods to solve security
concerns in innovative e- and m-commerce applications. It is possible to prove that the
designed protocols and the implementation guarantee the claimed security properties. The
method applies not only to smartcards, but also to mobile phones, PDAs and other portable
devices.
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